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Tidal Barrier a Safer Option for Cork     9 pages 

Statement to the Joint Committee on Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 

Presented by John Hegarty for Save Cork City. John Hegarty is from Cork and lives in the city centre. He 
works for a combined architecture and engineering practice in the city and specialises in works to historic 
buildings. He has been studying the quayside landscape of the city for many years. He is a founding 
member and spokesperson for the group. 

 
Thank you to the Committee for the opportunity to present. 
  

 
SUMMARY 
 
Save Cork City is a voluntary group. We formed in January 2017 because we were concerned by 
the impact of the Lower Lee Flood Relief Scheme, and the fact that the vast majority of people in 
the city knew nothing about proposals for Walls as flood defence extensively within the historic 
centre of Cork City. 
 
The Arterial Drainage Act has been used as a vehicle to implement the proposed Walls, leaving 
many people uninformed. We ran a series of information events and to discuss the issues. We 
found that while everyone in Cork wants flood relief, most do not want the type of flood relief 
presented by the Walls scheme. With this in mind we gathered support to research an alternative 
plan.  
 
We found that the OPW proposal had not adequately considered the negative impact of the Walls 
on the environment of the city. The existing historic defences were constructed between the 16th 
and 19th Century and are an irreplaceable element of the character of the city. We present here 
that the Walls scheme was designed as an engineering solution only with little consideration of 
other issues. Conservation areas and protected structures are ignored by the scheme. 
 
We also believe that the OPW economic impact assessment of the Walls scheme is inadequate, 
and that cost benefit analysis excluded economic loss suffered by businesses during the course 
of construction as well as longer term impact on the local economy. 
 
We found that many of those who supported the Walls scheme were in fear of losing flood 
prevention funding.  People had often been told by OPW that the Walls scheme is the only 
possible solution and that a tidal barrier would cost €1billion. We later discovered that the OPW 
estimate of €1billion was an exaggeration of a cost for an outline and impractical solution located 
at Great Island.  
 
At this point we decided to investigate a more economical design and location for a tidal barrier 
Cork. An independent report commissioned by us from HR Wallingford, experts in tidal barriers 
and climate change, has found that a barrier can be built for €140million, approximately the same 
figure as the current proposed Walls scheme.   
 
We are convinced that the Walls would badly affect the local economy of the city, that it 
represents a significant waste of public funds and that it is a potentially, dangerous solution for 
flood relief for the citizens of Cork. We want the right flood protection solution for Cork and the 
River Lee. We want a solution that is climate change resilient, unlike the outdated Walls scheme. 
We want a solution that protects our valuable heritage. We call on the government to adopt our 
proposals for flood protection and to investigate this matter in the national interest. 
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HERITAGE AND THE CORK ECONOMY 

 
The Walls scheme would lead to the mass destruction of significant, antique and rare items of 
heritage throughout the historic core of Cork City. Loss of heritage would affect the city’s ability to 
attract investment and tourism as well as diminishing the environment for those that live in the 
city and have already invested there. 
 
“A city’s conserved historic core can differentiate that city from competing locations, branding it 
nationally and internationally, thus helping the city to attract investment and talented people” 
 

“Heritage anchors people to their roots, builds self esteem and restores dignity” 
 
from The Economics of Uniqueness by the World Bank 

 
“ Urban heritage is of vital importance for our cities – now and in the future. Tangible and 
intangible heritage are sources of social cohesion, factors of diversity and drivers of creativity, 
innovation and urban regeneration – we must do more to harness this power” 
 
Irina Bokova, Director General of UNESCO 
 

 
CONSTRUCTION AND THE LOCAL ECONOMY 
 
Traffic diversions, dust, noise, and the closing of roads and bridges would cause serious loss to 
the local economy during proposed construction of the Walls. A diminished environment would 
devastate already strained local business in the city. The long term physical alteration of the 
historic city would reduce the supply of a potentially talented workforce. We believe that many 
local family businesses would not survive the construction impact of the Walls scheme. The 
factors of unmapped water mains and cables and unknown underground conditions within the city 
centre would lead to significant delays and significant budget overruns. 

 
 
THE HR WALLINGFORD INDEPENDENT REPORT 

A tidal barrier report was commissioned by Save Cork City to determine the suitability of Cork for 
tidal barrier and to provide a reasonable cost estimate. It has been prepared by David 
Ramsbottom and Peter Hunter of HR Wallingford who are international experts in climate change 
and flood management. Both Peter and David have vast experience in flood relief and tidal 
barriers, having worked on the Thames, Cardiff and St. Petersburg barriers. The report states: 

“The estimated cost of the tidal barrier at 2017 prices is €140m”  

“There is no doubt that a barrier could be built at the proposed location”  

“The alternative scheme (the tidal barrier) has the major benefit of not requiring the construction 
of walls along the quays in the city.” 

The tidal barrier proposal “would also avoid the scenario of overtopping or failure of flood walls in 
the city which would cause serious risk to life as well as damage to the city.”      

HR Wallingford 

The report predicts that the tidal barrier would cost €140m. €94m of that figure relates to the cost 
of construction. The figures include a €30m contingency sum for unforeseen circumstances. The 
report states that the barrier could cost more or less than the €140m figure or between €110 and 
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€170m and that maintenance would be €1m per year. We believe the OPW Walls would cost 
considerably more to maintain and would represent an increasing financial and management 
burden in the future. 
 
HR Wallingford are world leaders in Hydrology and Climate change. The authors of the report, 
David Ramsbottom and Peter Hunter are experts with a combined experience of 80 years. They 
have studied the upstream conditions of the river Lee following the 2009 flood event which 
caused so much damage in the city. It is with this knowledge that they have written their report 
and based the solution on a tidal barrier and dam management combined. The overwhelming 
evidence supports a tidal barrier solution at Little Island and HR Wallingford support this as 
providing faster and more extensive flood relief for Cork.  
 
HR Wallingford believe the tidal barrier would minimise environmental impact on the river and 
avoid “failure of flood walls in the city which would cause serious risk to life as well as damage to 
the city.” 

“In my opinion the alternative solution for flood protection for Cork is viable and would have the 
major benefit of minimum disruption to the city. A tidal barrier is an effective means for preventing 
tidal flooding and providing storage for fluvial flooding which would work in combination with dam 
management to protect the city. In addition natural flood management can help to reduce the 
speed by which rainwater becomes flood water over time and represents good long term policy.” 

David Ramsbottom HR Wallingford 
 

 
THE OPW WALLS SCHEME AND SAFETY 

In the OPW Walls scheme all the quay parapet walls of Corks historic centre are proposed to be 
removed down to current ground level. Some areas propose raising the ground in addition to new 
walls of varying height. The walls scheme facilitates higher flood water levels which are above the 
ground floors of people’s homes. This represents a new and dangerous precedent for the city.  

The Walls scheme relies on extensive grouting with concrete by excavating trenches and filling 
behind every quay wall in the city centre. We have witnessed that flooding comes up through the 
ground and up through drains in the city. What OPW proposes would not be achievable and we 
are advised would dramatically affect the water table. 

If the walls scheme did manage to seal all the Cork quays it may also adjust the water table in the 
city. This phenomenon was studied in Venice where buildings are piled on timber foundations as 
they are in Cork. Timber piles rot following exposure to oxygen when water tables are lowered. 
This could lead to the widespread subsidence of historic buildings. Altering the water table in the 
city and increasing water levels and speeds in the river, as the OPW proposes, create unknowns 
that are unsafe and unsustainable. 

The Walls scheme proposes 46 pump chambers to keep the city behind the walls from filling with 
water. The scheme proposes over 8km of walls and embankments. In the historic city the OPW 
scheme includes 22 pump chambers and 5.7 km of concrete walls of varying height and width.  

The HR Wallingford report makes a grave statement relating to the safety of the OPW walls 
scheme where it outlines clearly that the tidal barrier solution would avoid: “the scenario of 
overtopping or failure of flood walls in the city which would cause serious risk to life as well as 
damage to the city.” What is of great concern is the fact that the Walls scheme has been 
highlighted by the HR Wallingford report as being a potentially dangerous solution. 
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The Dutch say that when considering flood walls it is better to choose the shortest form of 
defence as it is easier to predict the outcome, more economical to construct and to maintain and 
significantly it is less likely to fail. We refer you to Edgecombe in New Zealand which flooded 
extensively in April 2017 due to a small breach in a walls based flood protection system. We also 
refer to New Orleans in 2017 which flooded due to its own pump system not starting when 
required. 

VALUE FOR MONEY AND COST CERTAINTY 

We believe that the Walls Scheme would cost much more than estimated based on the 
complexity of the proposal. Precedent demonstrates that costs for walls based flood relief have 
grown considerably in other locations.  

The tidal barrier protects far more area of the city than the Walls. If the Walls were to extend to 
cover the same area as the tidal barrier they would cost over €500million.  

A tidal barrier is a defined project in a defined place. Construction of a barrier, if managed 
correctly, provides certainty and predictability of outcome, including how much it would cost and 
how long it would take to build. The independent Wallingford report confirms this. 

A tidal barrier would protect vast additional areas of the city including the docklands and vital 
infrastructure of roads and rail routes. Without the protection of a tidal barrier, development of 
Cork’s docklands is not economically viable.  

Litigation arising from damage to property is inevitable if the OPW Walls proceed the historic city. 
It may increase further if ground water levels in the city begin to affect historic timber foundations. 
This could cause widespread building subsidence. 

To build the authentic stone walls and cast railings that are proposed to be removed would cost 
hundreds of millions of euro and discarding that asset makes little financial sense. 

FASTER BETTER FLOOD RELIEF FOR CORK 

The walls scheme is predicted to take between 6 and 10 years to construct. A tidal barrier 
provides much faster flood relief for Cork than the Walls scheme. It could be constructed in two 
years following site investigation and design. It is by far a faster form of flood relief than the Walls 
proposal.  

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

A tidal barrier is environmentally a better choice for Cork. The tidal barrier solution promotes 
sustainable upstream catchment management. It promotes slowing the absorption of rainwater 
into the landscape and thus slowing the flow of the river. We promote a more biodiverse 
landscape and better soil quality. A practical result would be the reduction in silt production on the 
river. We have actively pursued proposals which consider the environment and we promote 
mitigation of any environmental alteration due to construction. 

The HR Wallingford report states that: “A tidal barrier is the preferred choice for Cork because the 
present tidal regime is maintained and the impacts on navigation, drainage, morphology, saline 
intrusion, water quality, fish passage and the environment are minimised by the barrier” 

The OPW have referred to the environmental impact of a tidal barrier as having: “significant 
hurdles” to overcome but this is disputed by the HR Wallingford report. We believe there to be 
greater environmental impact from a walls based scheme. We note the significant number of 
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mature trees that would be lost in the city under the walls scheme as well as the widespread 
disturbance of habitat and pollution on the river. 

A tidal barrier would mean that the historic quay walls could be maintained and repaired. Our 
solution document also encourages new ways of managing the upstream catchment of the river. 
We believe farmers to be vital to the process and that the flow of the river can be slowed in time 
to the benefit of less flooding, biodiversity, wildlife, water quality, soil quality and even carbon 
emissions. Catchment management is recommended by the current EU flood directive and 
currently evidence relating to catchment management is becoming stronger as schemes mature 
across Europe. 

 
ADAPTING TO CLIMATE CHANGE 

A tidal barrier works as part of an integrated flood defence system. The tidal barrier solution can 
adapt to climate change, ensuring Cork would be safe for generations. The tidal barrier can be 
constructed to protect the city against predicted sea level rise and to adapt to future long term 
conditions. The walls scheme cannot adapt to sea level rise without significant use of 
demountables or major additional spending. Insurmountable design issues like quay walls 
approaching 2m in height or having to raise bridges everywhere mean that the Walls scheme 
cannot adapt to the future 

 
THE ISSUE OF FLUVIAL FLOODING 

The Thames Barrier has been closed 179 times since it became operational in 1982. Of these 
closers, 92 were to protect against tidal flooding and 87 were to protect against combined 
tidal/fluvial flooding. 

UK Environment Agency  

HR Wallingford examined the upstream conditions of the river Lee following the 2009 flood event. 
It is with this knowledge that they have written their report. The Save Cork City tidal barrier 
location allows for the storage of water from upstream when the barrier gate is closed and thus 
the tidal barrier can protect against combined tidal and fluvial flooding. 

A recent proposal for a new flood control Dam at Dromcarra by Professor Philip O’Kane would 
add to upstream fluvial protection. The current upstream Carrigadrohad Dam, altered in 1991 
may now be fitted with a responsive flood gate which would further increase fluvial flood 
protection. The city is already protected from fluvial flooding and the capacity can be increased in 
many simple and sustainable ways. 

The Walls scheme allows both fluvial and tidal flooding to continue unhindered and facilitates 
increased water levels and flow rates in the river. The walls scheme promotes a dangerous fast 
flowing river in the city and considers the north channel of the river as a drainage route. 

The OPW called the walls scheme “The Lower Lee (Cork City) Drainage Scheme” in their public 
consultation of December 2016. 
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THE SAVE CORK CITY TIDAL BARRIER DESIGN PROPOSAL 
 
“The Save Cork City Solution document ‘Potential Cork’ provides a detailed framework for a 
viable and sustainable solution to flood relief in Cork. It represents a truly considerate opportunity 
for the city.’ 
 
Erik Kraaij 
Flood Protection Deputy Director 
Dutch (National) Flood Protection Programme 
 

We propose an economical tidal barrier for Cork in our Solution document “Potential Cork” 
between Little Island and Horse Head on the edge of Lough Mahon. Our location for the barrier is 
based on the best function of the design for flood prevention. We also considered the depth of the 
water, reduced environmental impact and feasibility of construction. The 60m width of the gate is 
based on consultation with the Port of Cork authority. They referred us to the opening span of 
proposed bridges on the river. 60m is also the width of the access gate in the Thames Barrier by 
comparison. 

 
 
TIDAL BARRIER AND HERITAGE 

The tidal barrier allows for the development of the historic city centre in a manner that would give 
it a competitive edge and secure the wellbeing of the residents and traders of the city. Repair and 
restoration of the historic quay wall defences combined with sensitive design addition would 
ensure that the city centre is viable socially and economically. The tidal barrier allows us to use 
the historic assets we have and create a better city.  

Cork is a maritime city whose character has been influenced heavily by trading relationships with 
France and the Netherlands as well as the south of England. Many people came ashore in Cork 
and influenced the design of the city where Cornish and French slate hanging, Dutch brickwork 
and Italian plasterwork are still in evidence. The current quay walls contain areas of rubble stone 
of 16th and 17th Century fabric as well as 18th and 19th Century cut stone walls. We believe the 
quay walls of the city to be internationally significant. Cork has conditions where buildings are 
constructed directly on the quay walls in and around the Medieval City which forms a rare and 
specific landscape in the City. The quay walls railings and bridges of Cork allow for connection 
with the river which is part of the daily lives of the people. The tidal barrier allows for the 
maintenance of the historic quay walls in the manner of many historic European cities. We see 
this as a major advantage to Cork if it is to develop as a city capable of growing and attracting 
investment in the future. 

We believe that, Cork’s Historic quays should be nominated for UNESCO World Heritage Status. 
“Liverpool’s Maritime City” has this status. We also believe that the OPW Walls scheme 
contravenes the obligations of the Granada Convention for the protection of architectural heritage 
of Europe ratified by Ireland in 1997. 

 

 “If you think good design is expensive you should look at the real cost of bad design” 

Dr Ralf Speth 

 
DESIGN FOR THE FUTURE 

Within our proposal for flood relief we have considered as many elements as we can to reach the 
best solution. The tidal barrier means faster flood relief, reduced  effect on the local economy 
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during construction, long term support for the economy, protection of the historic city, effect on 
leisure use of the river, tourism benefit, feasibility of the construction, integration with other parts 
of flood defences, future adaptation, the protection of existing infrastructure, environmental 
consideration that improves over time, consideration of water and soil quality, consideration of the 
safety of the proposal, consideration of the safety of the river environment and consideration of 
value for money for the taxpayer. 

The tidal barrier allows the city to move forward now. Many improvements to the city and the river 
catchment can be achieved while a tidal barrier is being constructed. This is not possible with a 
Walls scheme which may establish its goal only after the projected 6 to 10 years of construction. 
The walls scheme ignores many of the fundamental principles of good design not least that 
something should be fit for purpose. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The lack of real investigation of a tidal barrier solution before now has let down the people of 
Cork. Years of pursuing a scheme that is not right for the city has delayed flood relief.  

We believe that the OPW has the skills to repair and reveal the heritage of the city’s original quay 
wall defences and quayside landscape. The OPW should be considered to be protectors of our 
national heritage. 

The Save Cork City Solution to flood relief works as part of an integrated flood defence system. It 
is the only solution for Cork that can reasonably adapt to sea level rise. It is the only solution for 
Cork if we are to have viable and extensive flood relief. A tidal barrier is the safest, most 
predictable and most economical solution. It represents the best value for the taxpayer. Our 
proposals are supported by academics and flood relief experts, flood defence agencies, 
environmentalists and many thousands of Cork citizens. Support for a tidal barrier is increasing in 
Cork and a forced walls solution would not represent fair play or fair local democracy and would 
not be tolerated in the city. 

John F. Kennedy said:  “An error does not become a mistake until you refuse to correct it” 

We wish to formally thank all our supporters here, and to thank the Committee again for allowing 
us to present.  

 

Attachments:  Potential Cork, The Save Cork City Solution, May 2017 

Cork City Tidal Barrier, Cost Estimate, HR Wallingford, October 2017 
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Comparison of Walls Scheme & Tidal Barrier Solution 

   OPW Walls     Tidal Barrier  

Provides Extensive Flood Protection   7    3 

Provides Fast Flood Relief     7    3 

Creates City Centre Improvement   7    3 

Facilitates Economic Growth    7    3 

Taxpayer Value for Money    7    3 

Supports Docklands Development   7    3 

Promotes Outside Investment    7    3 

Promotes Tourism     7    3 

Provides Heritage Protection    7    3 

Development Plan Consideration   7    3 

Increased Amenity Value    7    3 

Adaptable to Climate Change    7    3 

Prevents Traffic Disruption    7    3 

Minimal Environmental Impact    7    3 

Provides Certainty of Outcome    7    3 

Public Support      7    3 

Protects Existing Services    7    3 

Protects Vital Infrastructure and Routes  7    3 

Provides a Safe Proposal    7    3 

Protects Quay Walls     7    3 

Predictable Maintenance Costs   7    3 

Predictable Construction Costs   7    3 

Protects Ground Water in Historic City   7    3 

Open Access to the River for Boating   7    3 

Slows the Flow of the River    7    3 

Promotes Better Land Management    7    3 

Increases Water and Soil Quality    7    3 

Reduces Carbon Emissions    7    3 

 

 

Notes: 
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1Tourism for the Cork region was worth €729m to the economy in 2015. 

*The walls vary in height up to 1.2 m high above ground level and up to 2m above current ground levels.  

All are designed to support higher water levels in the river than in the city centre. 

The Walls Scheme includes 46 pump chambers, 22 in city centre, 2.16km city centre sheet piling, 6.9km embankments, 5.3km historic 

walls removed or altered. 8.9km walls of varying height and quality. 

 

 

 

 

 

Map showing the limited extent of Walls flood protection and the Lee Tidal Barrier location 


